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Covalent or Non-Covalent? A Mechanistic Insight into the
Enantioselective Brønsted Acid Catalyzed Dearomatization
of Indoles with Allenamides
Pietro Giacinto,[a] Andrea Bottoni,[a] Andrea Garelli,[a] Gian Pietro Miscione,*[b] and
Marco Bandini*[a]

Introduction

The phosphoric Brønsted acid (BA) catalyzed synthesis of

added value building blocks is in continuous expansion within
the asymmetric synthesis context.[1] Current trends deal with

the development of new and always more efficient chiral pro-
moters[2] as well as new organic transformations.[1]

This approach is commonly described as “asymmetric coun-

teranion-directed catalysis” (ACDC).[3] It is based on the instau-
ration of non-covalent ionic contacts between the proto-acti-

vated substrate (generally an electrophilic species) and the re-
sulting chiral anion. The term “weak interaction catalysis” is

also used (see Figure 1 a). Bifunctional catalytic activation
modes, played by the chiral entity, are frequently invoked

through simultaneous interactions with both reaction partners.

Furthermore, in a few cases, a covalent catalysis involving the
temporary addition of the chiral catalyst to the electrophilic

partner has been proposed to get a better understanding of
the excellent stereochemical translations experimentally ob-

served (Figure 1 b).
Important examples for the latter mechanistic hypothesis

rely on the intramolecular hydroamination of dienes assisted
by dithiophosphoric acids BA1 (Toste and co-workers, Sche-

me 1 a)[4a] and the aminative cyclization of unsaturated acetals

promoted by classic chiral O-based phosphoric acid BA2 (Zim-
merman, Nagorny and colleagues, Scheme 1 b).[4b] In the

former case, the presence of “covalent” dithiophosphate inter-
mediates A was proved by mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) and
specific control experiments. In the latter case, a computational

investigation was carried out to demonstrate the reliability of
the “covalent” intermediate (B) envisaged in the hypothesized

mechanism.
Within this scenario and as a part of our ongoing research

project concerning both metal-based and metal-free manipula-

tion of indole compounds,[5] we recently addressed the C3-se-
lective dearomatization of 2,3-disubstituted indoles (racemic

variant) with allenamides (2)[6] in the presence of phosphite
gold(I)–TFA complexes. In particular, we examined the role of

the TFA counterion on the regiochemistry of the process.[7] In-
terestingly, the search for an enantioselective variant based on

The reaction mechanism of the enantioselective Brønsted acid
catalyzed dearomatization of C(2),C(3)-disubstituted indoles
with allenamides is investigated by means of density functional

theory (DFT) calculations and ESI-MS analysis. The first step of
the process (rate-determining step) is the formation of a cova-
lent adduct between allenamide and the chiral organo-pro-
moter. The resulting chiral a-amino allylic phosphate under-
goes dearomative condensation with indoles. In the first step,

the indole moiety remains bonded to the catalyst through
strong hydrogen contacts. It can take on two different orienta-

tions that make the Re or Si prochiral face available to the sub-

sequent electrophilic attack of allenamide. The attack on the
indole faces originates two reaction paths leading to different

stereoisomeric products, which differ in the configuration of
the new stereocenter at the C3-indole position.

Figure 1. Pictorial representation of classic “non-covalent” (a) and unconven-
tional “covalent” (b) activation modes of strong Brønsted acid catalysis. The
case of the nucleophilic conjugate addition to activated p-systems is depict-
ed (X*-H: chiral BA).
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asymmetric gold-centered catalysis provided no synthetically

useful stereochemical outcomes.[8]

Being aware of the well-known isolobal analogy[9] that fre-

quently interconnects [AuI] cations and the proton, we envi-
sioned to overcome this impasse by means of chiral Brønsted

acid catalysis.[10, 11] An extensive optimization step of the reac-

tion conditions was carried out, leading to BINOL-based phos-
phoric acid (S)-C8TCyP[12] BA3 (1–10 mol %) as the optimal pro-

moter along with anhydrous benzene as the reaction medium.
Under these conditions, a number of diversely functionalized

indoline cores 3, featuring all-carbon quaternary stereogenic
centers at the C3-position, were isolated in high yields and

enantiomeric excesses up to 94 % (Scheme 2).

Additionally, the simultaneous combination of the stereose-

lective dearomative partners and the metal-free reductant
Hantzsch ester (HE)[13] enabled the isolation with very high ste-

reoselectivity of the corresponding indoline cores featuring

two adjacent stereogenic centers.
The recorded chemical reactivity was ascribed to the initial

protonation of the central carbon atom of the allenyl unit
(namely Cb in Figure 2)[14] by the chiral phosphoric acid (BA-H)

with consequent generation of the electrophilic adduct A. Sub-
sequent regioselective trapping of A by C(3)-substituted

indoles led to the indoline core 3 through a formal allylative[15]

dearomatizing protocol.[16]

Besides the intrinsic efficiency of the above-discussed syn-
thetic approach, two main questions concerning the mecha-

nism of the process are still open. In particular:

(i) What is the real activation mechanism of the substrate,
that is, is it covalent or non-covalent catalysis?

(ii) How can we explain the overall stereochemical outcome
of this synthetic methodology, given that the (S)-3 compound

was obtained as the major stereoisomer?
In this paper, we discuss the results of a combined computa-

tional/experimental investigation that we carried out to eluci-

date the above mechanistic aspects. We used a density func-
tional theory (DFT) approach to explore the reaction surface.

The model system was formed of two substrates, that is, 2,3-di-
methyl-indole (1 a with R = R1 = Me, X = H, Scheme 2) and N-

phenyl-N-sulfonylallenamide (2 a with electron-withdrawing
groups (EWG) = Ts, R2 = Ph), and the chiral catalyst (S)-C8-TCyP

BA4 (Scheme 2) where the alkyl chains C8H17 on the BINOL

skeleton of the chiral BA were replaced with methyl groups.
Furthermore, an ionic trap mass spectrometry analysis was car-

ried out to provide experimental support for the hypothesized
covalent mechanism.

Results and Discussion

Computation of the potential reaction surface

The DFT investigation of the reaction potential surface demon-
strated the existence of two-step reaction pathways. These
lead to the two possible stereoisomers differing in the configu-
ration of the new stereocenter at the C(3)-position. A schemat-

ic representation of the corresponding reaction profiles is
given in Figure 3.

At the beginning of the process, the catalyst structure
allows a simultaneous interaction of the two reactants (i.e. ,
indole and allenamide) with the catalytic center. In the result-

ing initial molecular aggregate (or initial complex) the indole
planar system and allenamide are stacked and the catalyst cy-

clohexyl groups surround them. The two molecules interact
with the phosphate group through two hydrogen bonds in-
volving the phosphate oxygen atoms (O1 and O2), the indole

N1H2 bond, and the N2 and Ca atoms of the allenamide
moiety. The role of the catalyst in this case recalls the “proximi-

ty effect” invoked to rationalize enzymatic reactions, where the
catalytic action of enzymes is partly due to their capacity of

Scheme 1. a) Seminal works invoking covalent electrophilic activations in
enantioselective BA catalysis.

Scheme 2. General scheme highlighting optimal reaction conditions for the
metal-free dearomatization of indoles.

Figure 2. General scheme accounting for the electrophilic activation of 2
and subsequent nucleophilic trapping by the indole.



bringing the reactants into close proximity. Similarly, here the

effect of the catalyst can result in part from its capacity of
gathering together the two reactant molecules. Two possible

structural arrangements of the complex involving the catalyst
and substrates make the Re or Si prochiral faces of the indole

(the nucleophile) available to the electrophilic attack of the al-
lenamide. The corresponding initial complexes are denoted as

I1(R) and I1(S), respectively.

Figure 4 shows a three-dimensional representation of I1(S):
the stacking of the indole planar system and allenamide and

the “cage” effect played by the catalyst are evident. The at-

tacks on the two faces of the indole originate the two different
reaction paths (denoted as path R and path S) of Figure 3.

Along these two reaction channels, the reactants are forced to
maintain the initial relative position resulting in two possible

isomeric forms (I4(R) and I4(S)) of the final product.
More schematic representations of I1(S) and I1(R) are report-

ed in Figure 5 and Figure S2 in the Supporting Information. As

the different relative orientations of the cyclohexyl groups of
the catalyst can originate several different conformational iso-

mers for these two intermediates, we carefully investigated the
corresponding conformational space. We located other possi-

ble structures for I1(R) and I1(S), but all at higher energy. The
Cartesian coordinates for these conformational isomers and

the corresponding energy values are reported in the Support-
ing Information.

Figure 3. A schematic representation of the reaction profiles computed for path S and path R leading to the stereoisomeric products I4(S) and I4(R), respec-
tively. At the bottom of the figure is a schematic representation of the reaction.

Figure 5. A schematic representation of the structures of I1(S), TS1(S), I1’(S).
Bond lengths are in Angstroms. Energy values are in kcal mol-1 and refer to
initial complex I1(S).

Figure 4. A three-dimensional representation of the starting molecular ag-
gregate I1(S) showing the stacked arrangement of indole and allenamide.



The complex I1(S), with indole exposing the Si face to alle-
namide, is 1.8 kcal mol@1 more stable than I1(R) (indole expos-

ing the Re face). The factors determining the different energy
of I1(R) and I1(S) are the hydrogen interactions between BA4
and the substrates and the smaller steric clashes between the
catalyst cyclohexyl groups and indole methyl groups, with the

smallest distances between these two groups being 2.34 a
and 2.40 a in I1(R) and 2.52 a and 2.66 in in I1(S). Although

the hydrogen bond O2···H2N1 is almost identical in the two

complexes (O2···H2 distance is 2.06 a in I1(S) and 2.07 a in
I1(R)), a much more significant change was observed for the

N2···H1O1 contact, which involves the electron-rich allenamide
system. In this case, the N2···H1 distance varies from 2.23 a in

I1(S) to 2.58 a in I1(R), suggesting a more important stabilizing
effect in the former case. An opposite trend, although less pro-
nounced and, thus less important, was found for the Ca···H1O1

interaction, the Ca···H1 distance being 2.50 and 2.29 a in I1(S)
and I1(R), respectively.

As the molecular transformations occurring along the two
reaction pathways are very similar, we discuss in detail the

mechanism detected along the more stable path S (attack on
the indole Si face). The structures corresponding to the various

critical points located along path S are schematically represent-

ed in Figure 5 (I1(S), TS1(S), I1’(S)), Figure 6 (TS1’(S), I2(S),
TS2(S)), and Figure 7 (I3(S), TS3(S), I4(S)).

In the first step, the transfer of the phosphate acidic catalytic
proton, H1, to carbon Cb activates the allenamide molecule. In

the corresponding transition state, TS1(S), H1 is approximately
half way between O1 and Cb (O1···H1 = 1.29 a and H1···Cb=

1.36 a), whereas the O1···Ca distance is still rather large

(3.13 a). As the electron pair of the Ca@Cb p bond is used to
bind H1, the proton transfer has the effect of making Ca much

more positive (and hence much more electrophilic): the Ca net
charge (electrostatic potential (ESP) charge) varies from @0.23

in I1(S) to + 0.30 in TS1(S). The energy barrier for TS1(S) is

rather high (20.4 kcal mol@1), in agreement with activation bar-
riers computed elsewhere for “non-assisted” proton transfer.[17]

In the resulting intermediate I1’(S), O1 is much closer to Ca

(the O1···Ca distance is 2.46 a), a more appropriate arrange-

ment for the subsequent nucleophilic attack on the positive
carbon. H1 is definitely bonded to Cb, which determines a

further increase of the positive charge on the allenamide Ca

(+ 0.61) and a simultaneous increase of the negative charge on

the phosphate moiety (as indicated by the shortening of the

O2@H2 distance, which is 2.00 a in I1’(S)). This negative charge
is delocalized over O1 and O2. In agreement with the charge

delocalization, the P@O1 and P@O2 bond lengths are 1.49 a
and 1.50 a, respectively.

Despite the appearance of two opposite charges, I1’(S) is
slightly more stable (1.5 kcal mol@1) than I1(S): reasonably, this

is due to the charge delocalization on allenamide (positive

charge) and phosphate (negative charge). A very small activa-
tion barrier (only 0.4 kcal mol@1) must be overcome to com-

plete the nucleophilic attack and form the O1@Ca bond
(1.47 a), that is, the I2(S) intermediate where allenamide is co-

valently bonded to the catalyst. The transition state, TS1’(S)
(1.1 kcal mol@1 below the initial complex), can be reasonably

considered a computational shortcoming with no real experi-

mental meaning. It simply suggests a very asynchronous, con-
certed process where the proton transfer and nucleophilic

attack occur in two different phases of a unique kinetic step. A
comparison between I1(S) and I2(S) shows that a s bond has

replaced a p bond, which results in an overall energy stabiliza-
tion of 16.0 kcal mol@1.

In this initial reaction stage (I1(S)!I2(S)), the indole ring be-

haves as a “spectator” without being involved in new bond
formation. It remains glued to the catalyst by means of the

strong H2···O2 hydrogen bond: the H2···O2 distance is 2.14 a
in I2(S) after the formation of the O1@Ca bond. The existence

of this covalent intermediate allows us to confirm an overall
SN2’-type mechanism and consequently discards the

hypothetical indole Michael-type addition on a pro-

tonated a,b-unsaturated iminium intermediate. As a
matter of fact, the latter reaction machinery was not

located in spite of extensive search.
Interestingly, the transfer of the H1 proton and the

formation of the covalent adduct also causes a sig-
nificant increase of the electrophilic character at the

Cg carbon atom in I2(S) (its net ESP charge becomes
@0.38, whereas it was @0.59 in I1(S)). This makes the
nucleophilic attack of the indole C(3) atom on the

Cg-carbon atom of allenamide easier to occur in the
next step of the process. The formation of the new s

bond Cg@C3 requires the overcoming of an intrinsic energy
barrier of 24.5 kcal mol@1. However, as the corresponding tran-

sition state TS2(S) is 8.5 kcal mol@1 above the starting complex,

TS1(S) remains the rate-determining step of the process.
TS2(S) leads to the formation of a new stereogenic center at

C3 (the Cg@C3 distance is 2.42 a in TS2(S)) with the simultane-
ous dearomatization of the indole system. The transfer of elec-

tron density from the indole ring to the Cg carbon atom
causes a change in the nature of the Cg@Cb and Cb@Ca

Figure 6. A schematic representation of the structure of TS1’(S), I2(S), TS2(S). Bond
lengths are in Angstroms. Energy values are in kcal mol-1 and refer to initial complex
I1(S).

Figure 7. A schematic representation of the structure of I3(S), TS3(S), IS4(S).
Bond lengths are in Angstroms. Energy values are in kcal mol-1 and refer to
initial complex I1(S).



bonds: whereas the former converts into a single bond, the
latter changes to a double bond (the corresponding bond

lengths are both 1.39 a). Consequently, the Ca@O1 bond
breaks (the Ca@O1 distance becomes 3.31 a in TS2(S)) and the

catalyst moves away from the allenamide.
Another consequence of the electronic rearrangement is the

increase of the negative charge on the phosphate fragment, as
evident from the remarkable strengthening of the H2···O2 hy-

drogen bond (H2···O2 = 1.80 a in TS2(S)). However, in spite of

the strength of this hydrogen contact, the H2 proton remains
strongly bonded to N1, the H2@N1 bond length being 1.05 a.

Furthermore, the electron reorganization occurring after the
nucleophilic attack of C3 on allenamide, determines the in-

crease of the N1=C4 double bond character (1.38 a in TS2(S)).
Simultaneously, the C4=C3 double bond changes into a single
bond, its length being 1.41 a in TS2(S) and 1.38 a in I2(S).

In spite of the indole dearomatization, the formation of the
new single C@C bond (Cg@C3 = 1.57 a) leads to a rather stable

intermediate, I3(S), which lies 25.2 kcal mol@1 below the initial
complex. The dearomatization process does not affect signifi-

cantly the stability of I3(S) because it involves the pyrrolic ring
and not the fused benzene ring where the aromatic stabiliza-

tion is much more important. Because of the Cg@C3 bond for-

mation in I3(S), the prochiral sp2-hybridized C(3) carbon atom
has changed to a sp3 stereocenter with S configuration. As

mentioned previously, a final proton transfer, in which H2
moves definitely from N1 to O2, is needed to deliver the final

products and regenerate the catalyst. In I3(S), in spite of the
very short H2···O2 distance (only 1.76 a), H2 is still tightly

bonded to the indole system (H2···N1 distance = 1.05 a), which

has a formal positive charge stabilized by ring delocalization. A
very low barrier (only 1.7 kcal mol@1) must be surmounted

(transition state TS3(S)) to obtain the final product I4(S) and
restore the catalyst. The fact that H2 in I3(S) is almost shared

between O2 and N1 (and the simultaneous formation of the p

P@O1 bond), explains the low activation energy. The final prod-

uct, I4(S), is slightly more stable than I3(S). This is consistent

with the very similar electronic structure of I3(S) and I4(S),
where the H2 proton is still very close to N1, the N1···H2 dis-

tance being 1.69 a.
The mechanism detected along path R (where the attack on

allenamide involves the indole prochiral Re face) is
very similar to that previously discussed. The only dif-

ference is the lack of the I1(R)’ intermediate, as
found along path S. This does not change the gener-
al features of the I1(R)!I2(R) transformation (repre-

senting the activation phase of the allenamide), that
is, a very asynchronous concerted process (as out-

lined for the path S mechanism) where the possible
presence of the I1’ intermediate must be considered

a computational artifact that does not affect the gen-

eral mechanistic scenario. As all critical points located
along path R are very similar to those we could find

for the path S mechanism, we do not describe them
in detail. A schematic representation of these struc-

tures is given in Figures S2–S3 (in the Supporting
Information).

Importantly, all critical points on path S are more stable than
the corresponding structures on path R. We have previously

shown for the starting complexes I1(R) and I1(S) that the dif-
ferent stability is determined by a better fitting of reactant

species in the chiral catalyst pocket. This corresponds to less
steric encumbrance and stronger and more stabilizing non-co-

valent interactions (hydrogen bonds). For similar reasons,
TS1(S) (which represents the rate-determining step of the reac-

tion) is more stable than TS1(R) and the energy gap favoring

path S, which increases in the second part of the process (I2!
I4 transformation). In particular, TS2(S) is 3.7 kcal mol@1 more
stable than TS2(R) and the energy gap becomes 4.7 kcal mol@1

when we compare the I4(S) and I4(R) products.

The energy difference between TS2(S) and TS2(R) is reason-
ably due to the different arrangement of the indole group and,

consequently, a stronger indole–catalyst hydrogen bond in

TS2(S) (O2···H2 = 1.80 a) than in TS2(R) (O2···H2 = 1.89 a).
Other factors determining the lower energy of TS2(S) are

closer non-bonding contacts between the cyclohexyl C@H
bonds and the indole p-system in a T-shaped arrangement,

the distance between the benzene centroid and the closest of
these C@H bonds being 2.47 a in TS2(S) and 3.22 a in TS2(R).

The reaction profiles in Figure 3 can explain the experimen-

tal results showing 92 % ee for the S enantiomer. Let us consid-
er the rate-determining step of the reaction (i.e. , I1!I2). The

diagram of Figure 3 shows that I1(S) is more stable than I1(R)
and, consequently, the population of I1(S) is higher. Further-

more, the activation energy of the reaction I1(S)!I2(S) is com-
parable to that of I1(R)!I2(R) (20.4 and 20.3 kcal mol@1, re-

spectively). As I1(S) and I1(R) react at almost the same rate,

the equilibrium of the reactants remains untouched. Accord-
ingly, it is the equilibrium distribution of the two reactants

I1(S) and I1(R) that determines the product ratio.
To check the accuracy of our results, we carried out single-

point computations on all critical points by using the more ac-
curate 6–31 + G* basis set on all atoms in the presence of sol-

vent effects (PCM computations). The computed energies are

collected in Table 1.
The new energy values do not change the mechanistic sce-

nario. Importantly, the I1(S)!I2(S) (and I1(R)!I2(R)) remains
the rate-determining step of the process and I1(S) is more

Table 1. Energy values relative to I1(S) (kcal mol@1) obtained with the LDBS approach
(3–21G*/6-31G*/LANLDZ basis sets) and with single-point computations with the 6–
31 + G* basis on all atoms. In all cases, the solvent effects were taken into account
with the PCM approach.

Path R Path S
3–21G*/6–31G*/ 6–31 + G* 3–21G*/6–31G*/ 6–31 + G*

I1(R) 1.8 [4.1] I1(S) 0.00 [0.0]
TS1(R) 22.1 [24.5] TS1(S) 20.4 [19.9]
non-existing I1’(S) @1.5 [++2.0]
non-existing TS1’(S) @1.1 [3.0]
I2(R) @15.1 [@10.7] I2(S) @16.0 [@10.2]
TS2(R) 12.2 [11.8] TS2(S) 8.5 [11.8]
I3(R) @17.1 [@15.2] I3(S) @25.2 [@21.4]
TS3(R) @17.0 [@15.2] TS3(S) @23.5 [@19.0]
I4(R) @21.1 [@19.1] I4(S) @25.8 [@21.9]



stable than I1(R) by 4.1 kcal mol@1. As TS1(R) is higher than
TS1(S) by 4.6 kcal mol@1, the two activation energies are still

very close and we can conclude again that the relative popula-
tion of I1(S) and I1(R) dictates the product ratio. I1(R) and

I1(S) are still the lowest energy conformational isomers corre-
sponding to the attack on the Re or Si indole prochiral faces

(to check this point 6–31 + G* single-point computations were
carried on the other possible conformational isomers; energy

values are reported in the Supporting Information). Again, all

critical points on path S are more stable than the correspond-
ing structures on path R. In particular, the reaction products

I3(S) and I4(S) remain significantly more stable than I3(S) and
I4(S), the energy difference being 6.2 and 2.8 kcal mol@1, re-

spectively. The only exception concerns TS2(R) and TS2(S) that
become degenerate, which, however, does not affect the

mechanistic scheme.

Ionic trap mass spectrometry analysis

As the activation mode exerted by the chiral proton-based cat-
alyst on the reaction partners implies the formation of 1:1 co-
valent adducts between allenamide and the catalyst, we tried
to account experimentally for the existence of this species by

ionic trap mass spectrometry.

The injection of a preformed mixture of the TRIP and allena-
mide 2 a in CH2Cl2 resulted in several diagnostics testifying to

the formation of a 1:1 aggregate between the organocatalyst
and the allenyl compound (Figure 8). In particular, the signal at

m/z = 1061.025 was ascribed to the [TRIP + 2 a++Na+] adduct,
whereas the signal at m/z = 1078.761 could be rationalized in

terms of a [TRIP + 2 a++K+] aggregate. It is worth mentioning
that the free phosphoric acid and unchanged allenamide were
also detected, proving evidence for the not complete conden-

sation among them (see also Figure S1 in the Supporting Infor-
mation). The experimental detection of a 1:1 adduct between
allenamide and the catalyst enforces the mechanistic hypothe-
sis that stems from our computations. It is reasonable to be-
lieve that at the beginning of the reaction, allenamide forms
an adduct with the catalyst through a proton transfer and the

formation a covalent bond, without direct involvement of the
indole moiety. After formation of the covalent species, the
indole can act as a nucleophile, affording the final product.

Conclusions

We carried out a computational investigation on the reaction
mechanism of the enantioselective dearomatization of
C(2),C(3)-disubstituted indoles with allenamides catalyzed by a

Figure 8. Positive ion ESI-MS spectrum of a mixture of the TRIP and allenamide 2 a from ion trapping. The MS spectrum shows the presence of [TRIP + 2 a++--

Na+] (m/z = 1061.025) and [TRIP + 2 a++K+] (m/z = 1078.761).



chiral phosphoric acid (Brønsted acid). The structure of the cat-
alyst allows the formation of an initial molecular aggregate I1
where indole and allenamide simultaneously interact with the
phosphoric acids through hydrogen contacts. The role of the

catalyst can be compared with that of an enzyme that brings
the reactants into close proximity in the right relative orienta-

tion required by the chemical process. Within this initial molec-
ular aggregate, the chiral promoter (phosphoric acid) can form

a covalent adduct by reacting with the allenamide. The indole

moiety is not involved in the formation of the covalent adduct.
In the course of this initial transformation, which represents

the rate-determining step of the entire process, indole remains
bonded to the catalyst through a rather strong hydrogen

bond. The indole (nucleophile) can take on two different orien-
tations that make the Re or Si prochiral face available to the
subsequent electrophilic attack of allenamide. The attack on

the indole faces results in two different reaction paths (path R
and path S) and two different stereoisomeric products differing

in the configuration of the new stereocenter at the C3-indole
position.

The initial molecular aggregate I1(S) that originates path S is
more stable than the aggregate I1(R) that generates path R.

The same order of stability was found for the two species origi-

nated by the interaction of the covalent adduct with the
indole fragment exposing either the Re face (I2(R) species) or

the Si face (I2(S) species). Similarly, the transition state leading
to I2(S) is more stable than that leading to I2(R). This is due to

the more favorable non-covalent interactions (hydrogen
bonds) that favor the structural arrangement where the Si face

is available for the nucleophilic attack on allenamide.

Our computations demonstrated that the first step (I1!I2),
which is rate-determining, is also the enantio-discriminating

step of the process and the greater stability of path S explains
the high stereoselection experimentally observed (ee = 92 %)

for the product with configuration S at C3. As the activation
energy for the two transformations I1(S)!I2(S) and I1(R)!
I2(R) are approximately the same, it is the equilibrium distribu-

tion of the two initial molecular aggregates I1(S) and I1(R),
which determines the final product ratio. This means, in turn,
that the enantioselectivity of the process is due to the more
stabilizing non-bonded interactions favoring the arrangement

I1(S) where indole makes the Si face available for the nucleo-
philic attack.

Thus, the hypothesis for the initial formation of a 1:1 cova-
lent adduct represents the real (unusual) activation mode of
the present chiral proton-based catalysis. As it is central in our

mechanistic hypothesis, we proved experimentally its existence
by ionic trap mass spectroscopy. In the second phase of the

process, the formation of the covalent adduct delivers a chiral
a-amino allylic phosphate, which undergoes dearomative con-

densation with indoles through an enantioselective SN2’-type

mechanism.

Experimental Section

General methods

The MS and MS/MS analyses were performed with an Agilent Tech-
nologies-Bruker MSD Ion Trap 1100 Series with an electrospray
(ESI) interface; the injections were performed with syringe infusion
pump KD Scientific and 1.0 mL Hamilton syringe. The ESI source
settings were: ion-spray voltage 4500 V in positive mode and
3500 V in negative mode; drying gas temperature 350 8C; nebuliz-
ing gas pressure 7.0 psi (nitrogen); drying gas flow 13.0 L min@1.
Multiple reaction monitoring (MRM) was optimizing by using
helium as the collision gas.

Computational details

All DFT computations were carried out by using the Gaussian 09
series of programs.[18] The M06-2X functional proposed by Truhlar
and Zhao was used.[19] According to a locally dense basis set
(LDBS) approach, the model system was partitioned into different
regions, which were assigned basis sets of different accuracy. One
region included the molecules directly involved in the reaction
(indole and allenamide) and the atoms of the central substructure
of the BA*-H catalyst (phosphate and BINOL moiety); for this
region, we used the 6-31G* basis set.[18] All remaining atoms, form-
ing the other region, were described by the 3–21G* basis set.[18]

The geometries of the various critical points on the potential sur-
face were fully optimized with the gradient method available in
Gaussian 09, in the presence of solvent effects (polarizable continu-
um model (PCM) calculations)[20] to simulate the experimental con-
ditions (solvent emulated was benzene, e= 2.27). Furthermore, har-
monic vibrational frequencies were computed for all critical points.
To obtain a better estimate of the reaction energetics, we carried
out single point PCM calculations with the 6–31 + G* basis set on
all atoms.[18]
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